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Question: 118
What are the reasons that may lead to PC Internet dialing 678 errors? (Multiple Choice)
A . PADI packets did not arrive at BRAS
B . BRAS send PADO packets discard
C . Radius authentication does not pass
D . DNS resolution error

Answer: AB

Question: 119
Data configuration is performed on the OLT. When adding a Gemport, the service type carried by the Gemport is
usually selected.
What kind of business types does gemport support? (Multiple Choice)
A . ETH
B . POTs
C . TDM
D . E1

Answer: AC

Question: 120
If there are multiple Set top boxes watching a multicast program at the same time under a single ONT (for example:
HG8245), enabling the following function on the MA5608T for the ONT multicast user can ensure that when a set-top
box switches channels, programs watched by other STBs are not affected influences?
A . prejoin
B . preview
C . Quick leave based on MAC
D . immediate departure

Answer: C

Question: 121
The SIP user identity includes a SIP URL and a TEL URL, either of which can uniquely identify a SIP user. The user
ID needs to be configured to be consistent on the MDU and IMS.
A . True

B . False

Answer: A

Question: 122
Which of the following are key technologies for VoIP? (Multiple Choice)
A . Signaling Technology
B . Real-time transmission technology
C . Network Transmission Technology
D . Media Technology

Answer: ABCD

Question: 123
When configuring multicast services, the authentication mode is no-auth when adding multicast users. If 10 programs
are configured on the MA5600 (the upper device can provide these programs), then the multicast user can watch how
many programs?
A . 10
B.5
C.0
D.8

Answer: A

Question: 124
In GPON network, multiple service flows can be configured under one gemport. Which of the following statements is
incorrect?
A . Service flows differentiated according to Ethertype, service flows that can be configured with SPPPoE (EtherType
= 8863/8864) and IPoE (EtherType !=8863/8364) under a gemport
B . Dividing multiple services according to VLA
C . Under a gemport, eight different service flows can be configured according to different user VLA
D . According to different user VLAN, they are divided into: untagged, uservlan, priority tagged, and other-all.
E . Dividing multiple services according to 802.1p. You can configure eight different service flows according to the
user’s vlan+ priority in one gemport.
F . Dividing multiple services by port. You can configure different service flows according to different user ports
under one gemport.

Answer: D

Question: 125
Is the following description correct?

The MA5600 only supports IGMP-proxy and does not support IGMP-snooping.
A . True
B . False

Answer: B

Question: 126
If multicast services are only deployed in private private networks, which multicast address segment should be
preferred when planning?
A . 224.0.0.0/8
B . 225.0.0.0/8
C . 232.0.0.0/8
D . 239.0.0.0/8

Answer: D

Question: 127
In general, the higher the encoding bit rate, the higher the complexity of the algorithm, the longer the processing delay
of the encoding, and the lowering of the speech quality.
A . True
B . False

Answer: A

Question: 128
Of the commands defined by the H.248 protocol, which of the following commands can be sent by the MG or the
MGC?
A . Notify
B . ADD
C . MODIFY
D . ServiceChange

Answer: D

Question: 129
How many kinds of acceptance test project are classified by MA5600T Acceptance Test Manual? (Multiple Choice)
A . Basic package
B . Advanced package
C . Expansion Pack A
D . Expansion Pack B

Answer: ACD

Question: 130
In the UA5000 chassis of the high-density PVM host, what command must be used to configure the chassis
connection?
A . frame connect
B . frame link
C . link add
D . frame add

Answer: A
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